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NEWSLETTER NO. 12 – MARCH/APRIL 2004 

Dear members and friends, 
 
Spring is in the air! Bunny rabbits and chocolate eggs all around. FoSA wishes its members a 
warm and Happy Easter. May the long weekend give us pause for reflection. And may that bunny 
be generous! And we have a generous offering in this newsletter too, since the last months have 
been very eventful for FoSA. Here are some of our recent activities: 

 1. TRIP TO VENICE 

Wilma says: “Now I bet you’d like to know what you 
missed by not joining us on our train trip to Venice.” 
Twelve cosmopolitan enthusiasts met at Südbahnhof 
at 22h15 on Friday 19 March 2004. They were: (from 
left to right) Margret, Sean, Sandra, Christian, Irene, 
Lisa, Wilma, Michele, Yeme and Muge. Brian was the 
photographer. (Thanks, Brian!) Read more about this 
event on page 2! 

2. CURRY AND BEER EVENING 

Rina writes: “The cellar of the Salm Bräu, a famous dining 
venue, was taken over by a crowd of South Africans and 
‘South African-Austrians’ on the evening of 18 March 2004.” 
In the photograph on the left is: (from left to right) Rina 
Loader, Anthea Fraueneder and Ingrid Brooks. Liz selected 
the recipes and ‘educated’ the kitchen staff on the culinary art 
of South African curries! Thanks, Liz! Read more about this 
event starting on page 2. Included is a little information about 
the Salm Bräu itself, prepared by Rina. 
 

 

3. SA EVENING AT THE “FLORIDITA” 

The South African Evening at the Floridita was a great 
success! Everyone had a “lekker joll” (Ed.- a lekker joll 
means a good time / a good party.) As proof, check out the 
photograph on the right, about 30 FoSA’s dancing the night 
away. Read more about this event on page 3.  
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1. TRIP TO VENICE (CONTINUED) 

Wilma supplied this report: “Our group was made up of a number of nationalities, Austria, Canada, 
Kenya, Nigeria, Philippines, Turkish, and of course South Africans.  We had a sleeper for six 
people as well as a compartment with seats for six. To help everybody sleep well, I had two bottles 
of bubbly (Editor-‘bubbly’ is sparkling wine. Austrians call it ‘Sekt’ and in South Africa it’s referred to 
as ‘Champagne’) and popped one per carriage. Those in the sleepers got a breakfast from the 
OEBB (coffee/tea, bread roll, butter and jam). We arrived in Venice at 08h15. The weather was a 
bit foggy, but still pleasant. The group decided to split up, as there were varying interests – 
Guggenheim Museum, Lido, Palaces, Churches, shopping, sight-seeing, etc. We arranged to meet 
at St. Marks Square at the Campanile (bell tower) at 14h00. My part of sightseeing included going 
to the Jewish ghetto. It was very interesting, with quite a few synagogues. Unfortunately we weren’t 
actually allowed to enter any of them because it was Saturday. Leaving the Ghetto, we passed a 
fish market. Nothing touristy, since this was a market for the local community. It definitely could not 
compare to the fish market in Hanover Street, Cape Town though!! I considered buying some fish, 
then decided that I couldn’t make my co-travellers suffer with a fishy smell all the way to Vienna! 
During the course of the morning, we found a lovely coffee shop where we decided to enjoy a 
cappuccino. Now I am sure you all heard about the prices in Venice. (Ed.- prices in Venice are said 
to be exorbitant.) So I braced myself for the bill. The waiter said €2.20. I repeated that we had two 
coffees and he repeated that 2 coffees cost €2.20. You can be sure we went back there, with the 
rest of the gang, before boarding our train that night!! After lunch in a lovely restaurant we all joined 
up at the Campanile and headed for a vaporetto (public transportation boat) to go to Murano, the 
glass island. Some souvenirs were bought with a walk through the alleys and crossing bridges, 
then we headed back to the mainland. I think we crossed hundreds of bridges. By this time we 
were all exhausted. And what do you do when you’re tired, you eat! After supper we headed for the 
station. Like all journeys, going home is always faster than going there, so instead of arriving at 
06h30 as planned, we arrived in Vienna at 06h00.  
Some lovely friendships were formed and we all agreed to do a similar outing again later this year.” 
 

2. CURRY AND BEER EVENING AT THE SALM BRÄU (CONTINUED) 

“The history of this cellar dates back to 1696 when the mayor of Vienna, Mr. Jakob Daniel Tepser 
(27/01/1653 – 20/09/1711), bought the cellar to use for his wine collection”, Rina says. “In 1714 
Prince Eugene of Savoy started the construction work for the Belvedere Palace. Later, the George 
Room section of the Salm Bräu became the stables of the emperor’s coach horses. Back then, the 
staff stayed in this area. Today, however, it is the kitchen of the Salm Bräu. Interestingly enough, 
the wine cellar was used to store wine even then.  
 
When the monarchy fell, the future of the cellar looked bleak. After World War II, the upper part 
(the George Room) was converted into a garage for cars. By 1960, the estate was deserted and 
left to decay. By chance, the owner of the O. Salm & Co. Brewing Equipment Corporation, learned 
about its existence. After endless negotiations and millions of dollars of expenses, the premises 
became his personal property.  
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Since October 1994, the Salm Bräu has developed into a popular venue for people from all across 
the globe. Nevertheless, I am certain that South African curries and Austrian wine were never 
before the main attraction of the cellar’s menu! The beer cellar was invaded by the Friends of 
South Africa, who as an extra bonus were offered the possibility to visit the fermentation and 
storage cellars, as well as listen to a very informative speech about the production of top quality 
beer.  
 
The evening would not have been possible without the initiative and organising skills of Rebecca 
Meister and Liz Jarvis. A very warm word of thanks to both of them. Neil Jarvis’ short speech about 
the history of this specific branch of the South African cooking tradition (curries) served as a 
splendid introduction to the evening’s menu. For €18 I have eaten more than I have ever eaten in 
Vienna: A starter, three kind of curries, two different sorts of rice, four salads, three different kinds 
of desserts with ice cream. To put the cherry on the proverbial cake, real South African chutney 
was to be had! Moreover, the exotic taste of Amarula completed the African experience. (Ed.- 
Amarula is a kind of fruit which grows on large trees, just like apples and apricots. During its 
natural fermentation process many of the bushveld animals visit these trees, gorging themselves 
on the fermenting and lightly alcoholised fruit. It’s good for FoSA’s too!) It was a splendid buffet that 
proved again that I am equipped with two huge eyes and a tiny stomach! 
 
On behalf of all the Board members: Thank you very much to everybody who contributed to the 
success of this evening – suppliers as well as consumers!” 
 
 
Due to suggestions made by guests, we thought it would be a splendid idea to collect all kinds of 
curry recipes from FoSA members. Please be so kind and send us some recipes you have tried 
out over the years. Interesting anecdotes on the topic would, of course, also be welcome. Please 
include references where necessary. With your help, we can create a web page devoted to the 
topic. Please send your contribution to:   rina_loader@hotmail.com  
 

3. SA EVENING AT THE “FLORIDITA” (CONTINUED) 

Lydia writes that: “The first big fundraising event in 2004 took place at the Floridita on the 6th of 
April. The evening was very successful with around 200 people attending, enjoying the SA food 
and dancing to the music of Insingizi and Los Gitanos. The Tombola turned out into a ‘happening’ 
and everybody took part in trying to get his ticket ‘pulled out of the hat’, laughing, screaming and 
whistling. The atmosphere was just great and right up to the end of the evening the people thanked 
us for organizing such a nice event. 

Again, thanks to all the helpers and the sponsors. In our next Newsletter we’ll give you a full and 
comprehensive report on this evening. We will also list all the sponsors and members who helped 
to make this evening unforgettable. Check out the Floridita website (www.floridita.at) as of next 
week for more photos.” 
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4. CHANGE OF RECIPIENT OF FOSA SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 

Mr. Sifiso Mabaso, (Ed.- Sifiso was introduced in the FoSA News 11, January-February issue) the 
first recipient of the FoSA Study Grant for the year 2004, has written a letter to the FoSA Board, 
stating that he has unexpectedly been awarded a full Government grant for his studies in 2004. 
This grant includes provision for textbooks and study materials, but requires that the student may 
not accept any other grant at the same time. 
 
The Educational Committee has therefore decided to award the Study Grant to the then runner-up, 
Mr. Alec Nyokong, an eighteen-year old student, who is in his first year studying a B.Comm. 
(Accountancy) at the University of the Free State. Mr. Nyokong has always been in the top bracket 
of his peer group when it came to academics. As his mother is the only breadwinner and has to 
support 4 children in total, he is very dependent upon financial support. An authority of the 
University of the Free State will supervise Mr.Nyokong's progress and will, by a written declaration, 
inform the Board every six months if the student is doing well enough to receive the rest of the 
scholarship. 
 
The FoSA News will keep you informed of Alec’s progress. We wish him all the best for his studies! 
 

5. FORTHCOMING EVENTS 

UShaka: 
For all those lovers of the older music styles (with a new interpretation), the African epic oratoria, 
uShaka, will be showing at the Musikverein in Vienna on 2 May 2004, as part of the events 
celebrating 10 Years of Democracy in South Africa. Call now to secure your tickets. The telephone 
number of the Musikverein is (+43-1) 505 81 90. 
 
Monthly Social Gathering: 
The next FoSA monthly social gathering will take place at: 
Venue: Silberwirt 
Address: Schlossgasse 21a, 1050 Vienna 
Date: 7 May 2004  
Time: 18:00 
 
Rebecca Meister, Chairperson of the Cultural Working Group, will be present. 
 
 
 
 
 
Please note that FoSA has a new mail address and contact information. These can be found 
at the bottom of this page. 
 


